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11th hour letter of comfort 


Introduction 


On 14 August 2018 the Application for Manston was accepted by National Planning however they 


were concerned about several aspects of the application. One of which was financing the 


application. 


Their letter to Riveroak stated the following: 


 “In the generality, further evidence that adequate funds will be available to enable the 


Compulsory Acquisition of land and rights within the relevant time period. 


 Further information in respect of RiverOak Strategic Partner’s (RSP) accounts, shareholders, 


DCO” (Funding Statement para 12, 13, 27). 


 Further details of RSP’s Directors, staff, auditors etc.  


 Further details of the funders who have already expressed interest and others that are 


likely to come forward (Funding Statement, para 23).  


 Further justification as to why Article 9 of the draft DCO is appropriate and provides sufficient 


security for individuals in consideration of the provisions of the Human Rights Act 1998.  


 Further information on the sources and availability of funding for the Noise Mitigation Plan.  


 Further information on the joint venture agreement (Funding Statement, para 19 etc).   


  Further details of how the costs set out in the Funding Statement at paragraph 15 have been 


estimated.   


 Further evidence to support various statements such as: o “The investors are willing to 


underwrite the cost of any blight claims or eventual claims in compensation […]” (Funding 


Statement, para 10).  


 “RiverOak anticipates that it will raise further equity and debt finance following the 


making of the DCO in order to develop the authorised development to completion” 


(Funding Statement, para 11). 


 “[RiverOak] have drawn down £500,000 from their investors” (Funding Statement, para 20) 


Editor’s remark: Bold is my highlight 


History 


Since that point in time and 2 open sessions and two sets of questions to the applicant the 


highlighted questions have been fudged by the applicant including at the last open session when the 


QC for the applicant actually stated that Riveroak wouldn’t be answering the questions because they 


didn’t need to. In fact the answers to the last set of written questions were answered by the 


applicant with these responses 


 







11th hour letter of comfort 


Letter of comfort 


So it seems somewhat odd that in their latest set of disclosures there is a letter from Aldgate 


Developments written to Niall Lawlor from Niall Molloy dated the 6th June 2019, which seems to be 


offering comfort to Riveroak that they will be looking favourably at finding £250M towards the 


£306M needed to build the infrastructure for the airport. Editor’s note: page 1 & 4 as appendix 1. 


Questions 


1. Why has this letter been sent in at the 11th hour when the day before the QC determined 


that the ExA “the applicant respectfully suggests that the ExA’s remit does not extend to 


scrutinising the source of funds”? 


2. This letter does not show the RSP investor prospectus which should show what RSP are 


offering any prospective investor to understand what sort of guarantees and interest rates 


RSP are offering to secure any funding. Why not? 


3. This letter was dated the day after the open session on financing the project. So why have 


RSP only disclosed this with 3 weeks of the ExA to go. Why was it not produced in August 


2018 when there would have been an opportunity to test the promises within it? 


4. Has Niall Lawlor had past dealings with Aldgate? 


5. During the open session much was made of the funding for the project coming through MIO 


Investments (Belize) via Riveroak Investments (UK) Ltd (controlled by HLX Nominees based in 


Tortola British Virgin Islands) because their investors wanted to avail themselves of Business 


Investment Relief. How does that square with funding via Aldgate? 


6. Aldgate themselves seem to be a Property Investment money broker with little money 


themselves. How does that provide any comfort that there will be £250M to finance the 


DCO? 


Conclusion 


How much weight the ExA places on this 11th hour disclosure is unknown but the cynical amongst us 


might believe it has been included to provide succour for the many supporters and the two Thanet 


MP’s who may be having second thoughts about this DCO. 
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Appendix 1 
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This letter is found at the following submission 


https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-


content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-004370-


CAH2%20Summary%20and%20associated%20appendices_Redacted.pdf 


at appendix 1 



https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-004370-CAH2%20Summary%20and%20associated%20appendices_Redacted.pdf

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-004370-CAH2%20Summary%20and%20associated%20appendices_Redacted.pdf

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-004370-CAH2%20Summary%20and%20associated%20appendices_Redacted.pdf
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